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Going Far Together

A meticulously curated community for eCommerce and retail executives, tailored to their industry expertise and physical locations.

👉 Apply Now
Our Members Have Made Their Mark At:
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Who's Right for the Squad?

CartStars is designed for C-level executives and leaders in roles such as VP, Director, and 'Head of' in Ecommerce, Merchandising, Digital Transformation, Marketing, Product, Retention, Growth, Customer Experience, Supply Chain, Analytics, and Strategy. Membership is exclusive and requires a one-on-one interview to align with our values of growth, connection, and contribution.









Squad Perks
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Authentic Connections
These aren't just contacts; they're potential business allies, mentors, and friends.
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Access Unfiltered Wisdom
No fluff, no jargon, just actionable insights from people who've been there, done that.
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Knowledge Sharing
Your expertise isn't just welcomed; it's needed.
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Opportunities, Delivered
From speaking gigs to job openings, we'll keep you in the loop with exclusive opportunities and VIP events.



Just fill out your name, email, and company, and Linkedin to get started.


Ready to Join the Best in Retail & eCommerce?



We're so excited to have you join us!






By clicking this box, you agree to our Privacy Policy*
Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.




Apply for Membership


A simple application to start your journey with us.




Book a Call


A casual, one-on-one conversation to make sure CartStars feels right.




Unlock Premium Perks


From VIP networking to speaking opportunities, our perks are as top-notch as our members.






Our Community Values


Note:
To foster a nurturing and inclusive space, we actively embody our foundational principles of Growth, Connection, and Contribution. We invite all members to live these values with us.


Growth
We don't just believe in the power of collective and individual growth; we make it happen. We stay open to new ideas and actively work to elevate each other.


Connection
Meaningful relationships aren't just important to us; they're our cornerstone. We actively enrich our connections and learn from one another.


Contribution
Your unique skills and perspectives don't just make us stronger; they drive us forward. We focus on actively giving back to the community in ways that are both impactful and respectful.












Ready to Grow Alongside Like-Minded Leaders?

If you're looking to elevate your career and forge meaningful connections, come be part of our squad.

👉 Come Join Us




Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)


1. What Sets CartStars Apart?




We get it—building meaningful relationships in the industry isn't as simple as grabbing a beer after work. That's why we're here. At CartStars, we're committed to doing the heavy lifting to help you forge connections that not only enrich your career but also contribute to your personal growth. We're not just another professional network; we're a community that understands the transformative power of genuine relationships.


2. Is there a cost to join? 




No. There isn't a cost to join but everyone must be approved to join. 


How to Qualify?




Are you an executive in the retail & eCommerce space at a brand? Do you align with our core community values of growth, connection, and contribution? If so, you are likely a great fit.


4. What Are the Perks?




From speaking gigs to job openings, we've got your back. We'll keep you in the loop with exclusive opportunities and VIP events that are tailored to your interests and career goals.


5. Is My Data Secure?




Absolutely. Your privacy is our priority. Our Privacy Policy outlines how we safeguard your information.
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